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Spring has sprung and we are in for a hot
summer but not before we make mention
of some of the big milestones of the last
few months.
First off the bat, huge congratulations to
Kerri McDonnell from Chisholm TAFE who
won the Energy Safe Victoria Plumbing and
Gasfitting Instructor’s Excellence Award. Equally
as important was the ESV Apprentice of the
Year in the first year student category, Nellie
Baker. Well done to you both. Kerri is our feature
story for this edition with Nellie to receive similar
treatment in our summer edition.
On the technology front, ESV launched our
new technology platform ESVConnect last month.
We are now processing online registrations of
cathodic protection systems.
In time to come, ESVConnect will also
support certificates of electrical safety and
licensing. Well done to the project team who
is making this platform a reality.
Sadly, there has been another electric shock
incident involving an apprentice. As an industry
we have to remain vigilant on safety and ensure
that apprentices – the future of the energy industry
– get the supervision and support they need so
incidents like this do not happen.
This issue also looks at a potential change in
the valves on LPG cylinders, required to eliminate
design flaws and stop leaks which can lead to fires
and explosions. Watch out for our Look Before
You Cook campaign which kicks off this month!
Have a happy Christmas and New Year and
we will be back brighter than ever in 2018.
Jonathan Granger
jonathan.granger@energysafe.vic.gov.au
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No gifts
please your thanks
is thanks
enough!

the written permission of Energy Safe Victoria, depending
on the source of the article.
Liability
Howsoever arising as a consequence of use or reliance
upon any advice, representations, statement, opinion
or conclusion expressed herein is expressly denied
by Energy Safe Victoria and all persons involved in the
preparation of this publication.

Over the festive season, you may be
considering giving a gift to say thanks. We
appreciate the gesture, but your ‘thanks’ is
thanks enough. Giving us gifts can be a risk
to our high standards of ethics and integrity.
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ESV’s new online
cathodic protection
registration system
is now live on
ESVConnect

ESVConnect goes live
By Sarah Sanderson,
Knowledge Manager
ESV is proud to launch ESVConnect our
new platform for online services, and
its first workflow – the registration of
cathodic protection.
ESVConnect will host all of ESV’s online
systems where stakeholders and customers,
interact with us. This will include registration
of electrical contractors (RECs), electrical
licensing and purchasing Certificates of
Electrical Safety (COES).
The launch of ESVConnect is the culmination
of many hours of effort by ESV people, to design
and develop efficient and future-capable systems
and processes.
In his address at the launch of ESVConnect,
general manager of Gas and Pipeline Safety and
Technical Regulation, Steve Cronin, highlighted
the importance of ESV delivering technology
improvements to our stakeholders.
“It is an essential aspect of our role as the
gas and electricity safety regulator to provide
increasingly more efficient services to our

stakeholders,” he said.
“ESVConnect will help us to minimise the
administrative burden experienced by our
stakeholders; an ongoing commitment
ESV has made.”
For owners and operators of cathodic
protection systems, Registration of Cathodic
Protection Systems via ESVConnect improves
the way registrations are lodged. All registrations
for cathodic protection systems can now be
submitted and managed online via ESVConnect.
The new system delivers a step-by-step
process where the requirements are clear and
all users will have a consistent experience of
lodgement, assessment and approval.
ESV’s manager for Electrolysis Mitigation,
Peter Wade, said there were benefits for both
owners and operators of the new system.
“Our new online cathodic protection
registration process is transparent allowing users
to track their registrations at every step,” he said.
“Owners and operators of cathodic protection
systems will be able to manage their systems,
ensuring compliance with regulatory obligations,
from the convenience of their mobile device
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At your service: registration of Cathodic Protection
is the first of online features for ESVConnect.

or computer.”
To find out more about ESVConnect
or the new process for the registration
of cathodic protection systems, head to
www.esv.vic.gov.au/ESVConnect.

	
Register now via ESVConnect at
esv.vic.gov.au/ESVConnect
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Teacher awarded for excellence
by students and peers
By Jonathan Granger, Head of
Communications and Marketing
Last August, Energy Safe Victoria presented
the innaugral Energy Safety Victoria
Instructor’s Excellence Award at the
Plumbing, Sheetmetal and Coppersmithing
Instructors’ Association (PSCIA) Plumbing
Teachers Conference in Albury
Nominees for the award are endorsed by
colleagues and students, with each providing
testaments of their gratitude towards their
respective educators. This year’s winner
and award recipient is Kerri McDonnell from
Chisolm Institute.
Kerri has forged a proud career in the gas
industry. A well deserving recipient receiving high
praise from colleagues at Chisholm TAFE and
students alike, Kerri is all too humble in describing
her achievement.
“It’s a huge honour,” she said.
“It’s hard to articulate. To be firstly nominated
for such an award – my boss did the nomination
and he got some very kind words from some of
my former students. To then win it, well I can’t
express what an honour and shock it was.
“It’s very nice to be thought of so highly.”
In the nomination, Kerri’s former student
Scott Emms described her as kind natured,
a person who put all students at ease, which
made for a great learning journey.
“She was able to explain things in a way
that made sense and in a way that I was able
to remember,” he wrote in the nomination.
“Kerri made sure she paid each of the
students attention and gave them the time
and help they needed…”
Fellow student Joel Turton-Lane was
just as complimentary.
“Kerri has a strong passion for gas and can
easily explain the necessary requirements from
the gas regs and her clear lessons made all the
students very much at ease. Even though I was

Good habits start young: ESV’s Instructor’s
Excellence Award is all about giving students
a chance to show their mentors how their
guidance has shaped their learning journey.

Workshop 101: ESV’s Instructor of the year, Kerri McDonald ensures her apprentices get the attention
and time they need to gain the most out of their eduction and enjoy themselves along the way.

a bit worried when enrolling, her knowledge and
the way she took the time to repeat areas to
ensure I understood the subject made for a
very enjoyable experience.”
Sponsored by ESV, the award was designed
to acknowledge the efforts of all RTO/TAFE
plumbing teachers involved in gasfitting training.
Kerri was chosen from a strong group.
However, her motivation to teach is not driven
by awards. Kerri’s greatest reward is when one of
her students learns something.
“When you get to the end of the week and a
student or apprentice comes up to you and says
‘y’know, I really learnt something this week’…
that is what keeps you going,” she said.
“The best thing is getting positive feedback
from students.”
Kerri started her career in the UK where she
completed her qualifications. She has been at
Chisholm for seven years where she is described
as an ‘essential part of the team’.
Her passion for her work extends to
consulting with VBA on improvements to the
current licensing exam.
Kerri is also the driving force the behind
development of a ‘theme’ room at Chisholm
with real life installations and full sized models
to complement theory-based teaching.
Manager of Plumbing and Water Services
at Chisholm, Bryan Ornsby, said Kerri had a
calming influence on apprentices.
“The feedback from employers and

apprentices alike is that Kerri treats the
apprentices with respect and in that way
receives respect in return.”
The awards were attended by 120 guests,
with presentations made by ESV’s Manager of
Gas Operations, Paul Harris, and Gas Inspector,
Laurie Devitt, the Victorian Building Authority
(VBA), the President of the Backflow Prevention
Association of Australia and a leading Educator
from La Trobe University.
Attendees were informed about great initiatives
and strategies in relation to gas installations,
coupled with a better understanding of regulations.
Kerri’s award is the first of its kind. It serves
to highlight and recognise the dedicated work
teachers place into educating the minds of our
future tradespeople in the gas industry.
Kerry said supports the enery safety
messages ESV sends to her apprentices
and the broader community.
“There is a considerable need to get these
safety messages out,” she said.
“I see ESV as a supporter of education,
rather than the authoritative body. I encourage
my students to embrace contacting ESV and
seek information upfront.
“You don’t want to be meeting ESV for the first
time when they come in to investigate something.”
ESV would like to thank the PSCIA for their
support, all the nominees for their hard work, and
the colleagues and students across all institutions
for their nominations.
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Rest in peace
By Mirna Bukic,
Digital Communications Advisor
ESV recently launched its 2017 camping
safety campaign designed to remind
Victorians not to use gas heaters in
caravans, tents or cars.
The campaign follows two fatalities
and a number of near misses in recent
years from carbon monoxide poisoning.
The campaign includes an online ad (see
images on the right), radio ads on Spotify and also
banners across digital platforms, aimed at familes
and friends gearing up for long weekends away.
With school holidays and the Christmas break
around the corner, ESV is reminding families and
campers to play it safe.
When camping with gas, we advise you
to follow our top tips so you can enjoy your
trip with peace of mind. Remember to:
»» Never use a portable gas heater
in your tent, car or caravan
»» Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions
»» Ensure your gas connections
are done up tightly
»» Check gas connections for leaks,
using soapy water.
For more tips and tricks, head to
www.esv.vic.gov.au.

ProTag PrimeTest Elite
Australia’s Most Advanced Test & Tag System

 High Definition

Colour Display

 In-Built Camera
with Flash

 USB for Data

Up/Down Load

 Bluetooth For

Printer & Scanner

The new ProTag Elite System tests portable appliances & RCDs, takes asset photos,
prints Elite UV resistant test tags & downloads results to PC. Mains & battery powered.
Faster testing & asset management for mining, construction, factories & workshops.

Sydney

Melbourne

Tel 02 9519 3933
Tel 03 9889 0427
Fax 02 9550 1378
Fax 03 9889 0715
email testinst@emona.com.au

Brisbane

Tel 07 3275 2183
Fax 07 3275 2196

Adelaide

Perth

Tel 08 8363 5733
Tel 08 9361 4200
Fax 08 83635799
Fax 08 9361 4300
web www.protag.com.au

EMONA
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Advertorial

Emona
Instruments:
Installation
tester with
touch screen
By Mark Breznik, National Marketing
Manager, Emona Instruments Pty Ltd

A-team: ESV people from various departments gave their time to help spread the message of safety
around gas and electricity to this year’s Showgoers, handing out ESV goody bags.

It’s Showtime!
By Anitra Roberston, Senior Marketing
and Communications Advisor
In late September, ESV once again set up
our stand at the Royal Melbourne Show.
In our sixth year as an exhibitor and with
our stand having received a complete branding
refresh, it was another successful show for us.
We spoke to many hundreds of people about gas
and electrical safety issues and chatted to a few of
our electrical and gasfitter friends who stopped by.
Our prime location in the centre of the
Woolworth’s pavilion ensured we had a steady
stream of interested members of the public
passing by and stopping for a chat about gas
and electrical safety.
The show provides a great opportunity for our
people to talk to the public about emerging safety
issues and our perennial campaigns. This year our
focus was on ‘Look before you cook’, our BBQ
safety campaign advising people to test their BBQ
gas bottle connections and the ever-important
carbon monoxide message – CO is a silent killer,

PowerSafe buddies: learning how to play it safe.

get your gas heaters serviced and tested
for CO leaks every two years.
An emerging safety issue we promoted this
year relates to domestic safety switches. Whilst
many people know where their safety switch is,
they are unaware it should be tested each year,
or how to do it. Look out for this new campaign
over the coming months. We will encourage
householders to test their safety switches and
have a qualified electrical worker undertake a
full household wiring check.
This year we also set up three iPads with
survey questions to find out what the public
knows about gas and electrical safety and offered
a reusable coffee cup as an enticement! It was a
great success, and we thank everyone who gave
us their time to answer a few questions.
Here are some of the topline results:
»» 88% knew it was not safe to use an
outdoor gas appliance inside
»» 87% were aware that electrical equipment
purchased overseas may not meet standards
»» while 70% of people knew that CO is an
odourless gas, 25% still thought it had a smell
»» only 43% of respondents knew their home
safety switch should be tested annually.
Generally, the survey suggests that our gas
safety messages are understood, but there needs
to be more awareness around electrical safety.
We also use the Show to promote PowerSafe
Buddies – our children’s gas and electricity
safety education program. Plugger – our mascot
– was there for the kids to give a handshake
or an enthusiastic cuddle to and we had two
touchscreens for the kids to play our PowerSafe
Buddies online games.
We encourage everyone to check it out at
www.powersafebuddies.com.au.

The new Istaltest XC is a revolutionary
touch screen multifunction installation
tester, now available from Emona
Instruments.
The tester can be used for live and dead
installation testing, verification and diagnosis,
with the option of saving test results for
downloading to reporting software.
As a multifunction tester, the InstalTest
XC replaces five instruments with 12 tests
in one instrument.
For installation testing and fault
diagnosis, the InstalTest XC allows the
verification, faultfinding and diagnosis of
live and dead installations, with a number
of in-built auto-sequences for compliance
testing to AS/NZS3017 with saving and
download of test results.
InstalTest XC highlights include:
»» Bar-code scanner input of asset IDs
for high volume testing applications
»» Logging of RCD push-button tests
with a couple of keypresses
»» Touch screen guarantees quick and
intuitive operation
»» Basic and advanced live and dead
socket and installation testing with
tick or cross result and fault diagnosis
»» Auto-sequences to verify sockets and
installations in seconds by combining
up to 6 single tests into a single push
button sequence
»» Random phase RCD test selection
for medical installation
»» Power & total harmonic distortion
»» Wire tracing and fuse identification
For more information visit
www.instaltest.com.au, or check our
demonstration video in YouTube by searching
‘InstalTest XC Demonstration’.

Never work live on switchboards
and electrical installations.
Even when you’re under the pump, there’s no
excuse to cut corners. Don’t risk electrocution
or serious injury - you may not get a second chance.

For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700
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Apprentice lucky to be alive after shock
By Michael Miskulin, Acting Manager,
Electrical Installation Safety
Another serious incident involving an
apprentice electrician occurred late August.
A third-year electrical apprentice received
serious injuries while working on a live switchboard.
The apprentice was replacing a single phase
circuit breaker with a new Residual Current Circuit
Breaker with Over Current Protection (RCBO) to a
live distribution switchboard.
The switchboard involved in the incident was
a 250amp 48 pole switchboard, compromising
a main isolator and a center fed bus chassis, a
combination of single and multi-phase circuit
breakers fitted to it.
This electrical installation work was
being performed at a large commercial site

The Blue Book
2017 released
By Loc Vuong,
Senior Network Safety Engineer
The 2017 Blue Book has been revised
by the Electrical Safety Committee
established under section 8 of the
Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005.
The Code of Practice on Electrical Safety
for Work On or Near High Voltage Electrical
Apparatus (The Blue Book) is revised and
republished every five years to ensure the
safety standards for work on or near high
voltage electrical apparatus are fit for
purpose, reflect industry best practice
and are improved where possible.
Since the publication, the 2017 edition
has made 18 amendments.
Below is a summary of these changes.
1. Definitions of ‘Operating authority’
and ‘station’
2. Wording of some sections changed to
better reflect intention and improve clarity.
3. New subsection 3.14 provides guidance
on victim’s rescue.
4. The principles of section 4 ‘Training and
authorisations’ applies to not only high
voltage (HV) apparatus, but also low
voltage (LV) apparatus.
5. New paragraph in subsection 4.1 to cover
workers under a training program.
6. Subsections of section 5 rearranged into
operational order.
7. Subsection 6.1 was rewritten and Figure
2 was replaced with Figures 2A and 2B,
illustrating SAD – beyond reach concept
and SAD –expected reach concept,
respectively.
8. New paragraph on subsection 6.2.2
defines ‘Safe approach distance –special’.
9. Safe approach distance (SAD) for 132kV,
220kV and 275kV in table 5 were slightly
increased to be consistent with Australian

undergoing refurbishment.
The apprentice was working live.
When the apprentice attempted to replace
the single phase circuit breaker with a new
RCBO he initiated an arcing fault resulting
in an electrical explosion.
The 25 year old received burns and was
admitted to hospital in a serious condition.
He is now home, recovering from his injuries.
Energy Safe Victoria, WorkSafe and
Victoria Police are undertaking investigations
into this incident.
ESV’s key messages
»» Stay alive, NEVER work live.
›› Never work live on switchboards or
electrical installations. Always disconnect
the electricity supply before starting work.
»» Lock Out, Tag Out (LOTO)
Standards.
10. Two new notes added to Table 5
to better reflect intention and ensure
consistency. Refer to section 9.6 for
alternative Live work minimum approach
distances and requirement for posting a
safety observer.
11. New subsection 7.2 requires written
HV switching instructions wherever
practicable.
12. Principles of section 9 ‘Acess for
work on or near high voltage electrical
apparatus’ was changed to better reflect
intention and improve clarity.
13. Subsections of section 9 were
re-arranged to reflect the operational
order of work.
14. New subsection 9.2.4.4 clarifies
that HV live work and work under an
access authority shall not be performed
concurrently on the same structure.
15. New subsection 9.2.7.2 reinforces
the good working practice to record
earths on electrical access permits, or
to document them in accordance with
organisational procedures.
16. New subsection 9.3.2 ‘Planning for
testing of high voltage apparatus’ was
created as a result of re-arranging
section 9.
17. Subsection 9.3.4 ‘Persons permitted
to sign onto sanctions for testing’ was
changed to better reflect the intention and
improve clarity.
18. New paragraph in subsection 9.7.1
requires that whenever practicable,
isolation points should be tagged.
This re-enforces the recognised safe
work practice.
As part of the ongoing review, ESV
is seeking comments and suggested
improvements on the 2017 edition of the
Blue Book.
The latest edition of the Blue Book
2017 is available on ESV’s website. There
you can also find the ‘Comments on the
Blue Book’ form.

›› Identify. Isolate. Test
»» As the superviser of an apprentice, the onus
is on you.
›› Apprentices must be effectively and
appropriately supervised.
Read more on our Apprentice Safety Campaign
and watch the presentations on the ESV website.

2014 Victorian
Service and
Installation Rules
first amendment
released
By Peter Allan, VSIR Managment
Committee Chairman
The 2014 Victorian Service and
Installation Rules (VSIR) has had its
first amendment.
This update was essential to incorporate
minor revisions to the document originally
published in 2014. The amendments ensure
its contents remain in line with other industry
standards, and correct previous minor
publishing errors.
The Rules aim to provide Victorian
electricity customers with industry agreed
“reasonable technical requirements” that
meet all legislative and Electricity Distribution
Code requirements for the supply and
metering related aspects of any connection
to the Victorian Distributors electricity
supply networks.
The revised Rules have been subject to
extensive industry consultation during their
development in conjunction with Energy
Safe Victoria (ESV), National Electrical and
Communications Association (NECA), Master
Electricians Australia (MEA) and the Institute
of Electrical Inspectors (IEI). A copy of the
document can be downloaded from the SIR
website at www.victoriansir.org.au
Users of the Rules should ensure
they possess the latest amendments
or edition copy.
The VSIR website lists the changes made
in Amendment 1. with a link that enables
existing manual owners to print the pages
affected by the amendments.
The Victorian Service and Installation
Rules apply to all electricity supply
networks operated by Electricity Distributors,
CitiPower, Jemena Electricity Network,
Powercor Australia Ltd, AusNet Services
and United Energy.
To keep up with industry changes,
the VSIR committee are working on
additional minor amendments to the rules
and anticipate the release of its second
amendment in the first quarter of 2018.
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Electrical
Q&A

		
Your electrical
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are the
answers together with references to the
Acts, Standards, Regulations
and Clauses that apply to them.

Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

Can someone tell me the clause
number for cables to be clipped
every 300mm?

The Wiring Rules do not specify a set distance between supports,
but requires cables to be installed to minimise damage to the
sheathing and insulation with the provision of supports, continuous
or at appropriate intervals suitable for the mass of the cable.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 3.9.3

Does an outbuilding (i.e a shed 3m
away from the main building) always
require a distribution board?

No, there is no requirement for an outbuilding to have
a sub board installed.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 2.3.4.1
(a)(i) and (ii)

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 2.5.3

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 1.5.11.2
and 3.9.8

I would put one in regardless but
clause 2.3.4.1(b)(i) seems to imply
it is not necessarily.

Clause 2.3.4.1 of AS/NZS 3000:2007 specifies the
requirements if a switchboard is installed.

Hey guys, I’m trying to find a clause
number that specifically states ovens/
cooking appliances have to be on their
own dedicated circuit. Can anyone
help or point me in the right direction?

The Wiring Rules do not specify that a cooking appliance
requires to be installed on its own dedicated circuit.
The manufacturer could have that requirement within
their installation instructions.

Boys having a discussion at work
regarding RCDs. One is of the opinion
that the minimum size that can feed
a 40A RCD is 6mm. The other is
saying the cable size is depending
on maximum demand of the circuit
breakers being feed by that 40a RCD.

The cable supplying an RCD shall have a current carrying capacity
not less than the maximum current rating of the RCD.

When an air cooling unit is added to
an existing gas fired Hydronic ducted
heating unit (i.e. Air Smart system),
does the electrical supply to both units
have to be altered to comply with the
isolation requirements similar to
a split air-conditioning systems?

Yes. Air-conditioning systems incorporating a compressor
shall be provided with a lockable isolating switch installed
adjacent to the unit, which isolates all parts of the system
including ancillary equipment, from the same location.
Where the manufacturer requires a part of the system
to be connected by a plug and socket at the internal unit,
the isolating switch installed at the external unit shall
control the socket outlet supplying the internal unit.

The cable supplying a 40 amp RCD can have a current carrying
capacity of less than 40 amps if:»» overload protection device supplying the RCD is less
than 40 amps, or
»» overload protection devices on the load side of the RCD
total less than 40 amps
»» the current carrying capacity of the conductor may
be sized to the overload production.
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Hydrogen trial for South
Australia
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager Type A Gas
Appliance and Component Safety
In the last edition of EnergySafe,
I reported on the bold plan to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by converting
the City of Leeds in the United Kingdom
from natural gas to hydrogen, in a project
known as the H21 project.
Essentially, the combustion of hydrogen
does not produce hydrocarbons, but rather water
vapour. Hydrogen gas is produced through the
steam reforming of natural gas, where the carbon
is captured and then stored underground using
carbon capture and storage technologies.
The first Australian trial was recently
announced to inject small quantities of hydrogen
into Adelaide’s grid. If successful, the trial may lay
the foundation for decarbonising the nation’s gas
supply in the long term.
South Australian company, Australian Gas
Networks, is partnering with Wollongong based
company, Aquahydrex, which is developing a
prototype electrolyser to produce hydrogen
from water.
The development of the electrolyser is funded
through a $5 million grant from the Commonwealth
Government’s Australian Renewable Energy
Agency (ARENA).

There are two main differences between
the H21 project in Leeds, and the South
Australian project.
»» The first point of difference is the method by
which the hydrogen gas will be produced.
Rather than ‘steam reforming’ natural gas,
the South Australian project will produce
hydrogen gas through electrolysis, where
electricity will be used to split the water
molecule H2O into hydrogen and oxygen.
»» The second is the focus of the plan. The plan
for the City of Leeds will be to convert sections
of the city, one at a time, to 100% hydrogen.
The South Australian pilot project will focus on
blending hydrogen with natural gas. The level
of hydrogen injected and blended with natural
gas into the gas network during the trial will be
limited by the ability of currently installed gas
appliances to safely burn hydrogen.
Prior to certification, Type A gas appliances
designed for use with natural gas are laboratory
tested using a range of natural gas limit gases.
‘Nb’ gas is one example of limit gases
and contains approximately 13% hydrogen.
Accordingly, this limitation will need to be taken
into account when considering the concentration
of hydrogen to include in the blend.
Hydrogen has a significantly larger (4-75%)
flammability range than natural gas (5-15%),

When simple
things go
badly wrong

	Click here to watch Northern Gas
Networks film on the project
Click here to read the report.

of the Gas Safety Act.
How could this have been avoided?
There are four basic steps to ensuring
a job is left safely.
1. When reconnecting gas lines, always
take extra time to check the connection
for gas tightness.
2. Always complete a full recommissioning
after conducting any gas fitting maintenance
or service work.
3. Always test for leaks.
4. Take a few moments to double check
your work on completion.

By Richard Millership, Technical Writer
It’s often said that confidence kills, and in
a case ESV encountered earlier this year,
nothing could be closer to the truth.
A qualified gasfitter with years of experience
was completing repair work to a run-of-the-mill
gas space heater.
The work required him to disconnect one
of the supply feed tubes to two of the heater’s
six burners. After completing the repairs, he
reconnected the feed’s compression nut and
reinstated the burner assembly.
However, during this process the veteran
gasfitter, possibly under pressure to complete
the job, tightened the nut by hand only.
An easy mistake to make.
He then operated the appliance, but only on
the other four burners. Satisfied with his efforts,
the gasfitter left for the next job.
It was only when the owner of the property
turned on the heater to maximum that the
appliance directed gas to the remaining two

and is more prone to leakage given its smaller
molecule, relative to natural gas.
It also has a higher flame speed, which
means it is more likely to ignite back at the injector
of a burner, if the appliance is not designed
correctly or if the appliance is not converted to
suit. Therefore, a project of this nature will aid in
establishing some of the challenges that lie ahead.
The success of a project like the South
Australian project, could pave the way for a
complete conversion of Australia’s gas network
to running at 100% hydrogen, and a carbon-free
gas industry.
The challenge will be to produce sufficient
quantities of hydrogen in the future to meet the
demand of using renewable energy sources
such as solar power, wind power, etc.
For more information refer to the Australia
Gas Networks ‘AGN to play leading role in
Australian renewable energy pilot plant’ and
Arena’s ‘Power gas trial to inject hydrogen
Australia’s gas grid.’ Both articles available
online on their respective pages.

Consequences of a short cut: a gas heater ignites
as an experienced gasfitter fails to carry through.
mandatory steps of installation.

burners, where gas spilled from the loose
connection and ignited.
Had the owner not chosen to watch the
burners turn on and his quick reaction, the
consequences of this incident could have
been fatal.
Consequently, the incident caused severe
stress for the resident, the gasfitter, the company
he worked for and not to mention a substantial
repair bill.
The gasfitter was also issued with an
infringement notice for breaching Section 72

Lucky escape: don’t risk it. Ensure the job
you do is left safely.
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LPG cylinder valve consulting
meeting
By Jason Treseder, Senior Gas Engineer
Gas regulatory authorities and Gas Energy
Australia recently hosted a meeting with
stakeholders to discuss safety concerns
with the current Type 21 POL LPG
cylinder valve and propose a change
to an alternative, safer connection.
Each year, we record a significant number
of incidents involving portable LPG appliances,
like barbecues. In many cases, gas has leaked
from the connection (e.g. barbecue) to the cylinder
valve, ignited and resulted in damage to property
and injury to surrounding people.
In these instances, the connection of
LPG appliances to a cylinder is generally
made by untrained people who have a limited
understanding of its associated risks. Similarly,
when heading to refill cylinders, many transport
their cylinders inside vehicles.
For many years, the Type 21 cylinder valve
outlet connection has been the default LPG
cylinder connection. The outlet connection on
the cylinder valve consists of an internal thread
leading to an internal cone.
The mating fitting on the hose assembly
consists of a matching external thread, and a
round nipple with a 19mm radius. A leak tight seal
is achieved via compression of the radius against
the internal cone.
Historically, the nut fitting was provided
with spanner flats, and tightening was
achieved by using a spanner to apply
sufficient torque to the nut.
The connection was subsequently revised
to permit soft seals on the nipple to assist with
sealing, meaning a hand wheel was sufficient
to make a leak tight seal, simplifying the
connection process for end users.
However, a recent review of the Type 21
connection found four major design elements
that have contributed to incidents.
»» Open cylinder valve. Here, gas can flow
when the cylinder valve is open without a
gas tight connection. An open cylinder valve
can release a large volume of gas in a short
amount of time. The environment around
small cylinders is generally uncontrolled,
and the risk of gas igniting from a nearby

ignition source is high.
When transporting cylinders inside vehicles,
the risk lies when a cylinder valve is knocked
open during transport, and gas is released in
an enclosed compartment with many ignition
sources. Incidents have occurred where an
operator has assumed the cylinder is empty
and attempted to disconnect an appliance
from the LPG cylinder, without shutting off
the cylinder valve, resulting in uncontrolled
release of gas.
LPG cylinders have also been used as a
threat where the ability to freely open cylinder
valves to allow uncontrolled release of gas
was misused.
»» Left hand thread. Historically, connections
with flammable gas have been designed
with left handed threads to reduce the risk
of incorrect connections. To open and close,
left handed threads are turned in the opposite
direction to conventional threads.
It is likely that untrained users of cylinders may
be unaware of this difference, or forget under
stress. In one instance, an individual operating
a barbecue heard a noise at the regulator.
Concerned it was leak, they attempted to
tighten the cylinder connection while the
barbecue was in operation, not recognising
the left hand thread and ultimately loosened
the connection.
The escaping gas ignited and caused
serious burns to the operator.
»» Exposed sealing faces. The design of the
Type 21 connection is such that the sealing
face on the nipple is exposed to possible
damage, both mechanical and environmental.
Damage to the sealing face such as cuts
and abrasions can prevent a gas tight seal.
»» Soft seal degradation. Many Type 21
connections use soft seals (e.g. rubber bull
nose, O-ring) to provide a sealing face and
enable a gas tight seal to be made by hand,
using a hand wheel or similar.
Exposure to sunlight can cause some soft
seals to degrade prematurely. Degraded
seals can harden and crack, and frequently
detach from the connection. Degraded and
missing soft seals are often not identified and
compatible replacements are at times not

readily available.
The preliminary meeting included
stakeholders representing state regulatory
authorities, LPG supply companies, fire
authorities, suppliers, retailers, wholesalers,
manufacturers, service stations, caravans and
consumers. All attendees reviewed the safety
concerns and incidents related to the current
Type 21 connection.
GEA presented on a range of alternative
LPG cylinder valve connection designs that were
assessed against known causes of incidents
to establish how effectively the new connection
method would prevent incidents from occurring
as well as other features and risks.
Three connection designs were ultimately
shortlisted for more details review.
»» Type 21 connection with the introduction of
a check valve to prevent flow, unless a positive
connection is made.
»» QCC fitting, as used in New Zealand and USA.
»» QCC fitting modified to remove the Type 21
compatibility.
While each of the options were found to
provide a safer outcome when compared to
the current Type 21 fitting, they also maintain
different benefits and potential risks that need
to be managed, if introduced.
It was also noted that there have been
fewer incidents involving bulk cylinders (45kg
and larger). These cylinders are typically part
of a controlled installation with relatively fewer
disconnections and controlled clearances to
ignition sources.
As a result, the proposal to change the
cylinder connection is limited to the smaller
portable domestic cylinders with sizes
ranging from 3kg to 9kg.
Stakeholders generally acknowledged
the need for change and the potential safety
benefits that may be achieved. Feedback
was also provided during the meeting on the
potential risks that will require managment
during a transitional program.
This feedback will be considered and a
decision on a new connection will be made in
consultation with stakeholders and enable a
detailed transitional plan to be developed in
the near future.
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Identified non-compliance breaches
By Paul Harris, General Manager
Listed below are the most frequently
identified non-compliance items as a result
of recent inspection activity performed by
ESV on gas installations (May to July 2017).
When inspecting, ESV assesses the
installation for compliance against the

prescribed Australian Standards. It is imperative
that gasfitting professionals have the right
tools for their job. This includes access to the
relevant Australian Standards. Reading and
understanding the relevant standards, as well
as following the manufacturer’s installation
instructions, is important to ensure a compliant
gas installation.

For clarification on a specific clause within
an Australian Standard, contact the Gas Safety
Technical Information Line on 1800 652 563.
	
For gas technical advice call
the ESV Gas Technical
Helpline on 1800 652 563.

Rating

Cause

Clause description

1

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

LOCATION OF CONSUMER PIPING – Piping in a concealed location other than underground or
embedded in concrete
24 Non-compliances

Clause 5.3.8
Breaches

»» Gas valve and regulator require boxing and venting.
»» Mechanical joints on consumer gas piping installation located in a non-ventilated area.
»» Gas valve in concealed location.
»» Piping in concealed locations lacking accessibility and ventilation.

2

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

USE OF HOSE ASSEMBLIES – Hose assembly – Operating conditions
24 Non-compliances

Clause 5.9.5
Breaches

»» Hose assemblies are subject to strain, abrasion, kinking or permanent deformation.
»» Hose assembly is exposed to a temperature exceeding the maximum temperature specified in the hose manufacturer’s instructions.

3

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATIONS OF SPECIFIC GAS APPLIANCES –
Commericial catering equipment - Clearances around commercial catering equipment
19 Non-compliances

Clause 6.10.2.3
Breaches

»» The clearance to combustible surfaces from commercial catering equipment does not comply with the gas appliance manufacturer’s
instructions or with the clearance as shown in Table 6.10 (AS/NSZ 5601.1:2013).

4

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS – Manufacturers installation instructions
16 Non-compliances

Clause 6.2.2
Breaches

»» Appliances were not installed in accordance with the requirements of Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 or the manufacturer’s instructions.

5

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 and
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS APPLIANCES – Commercial
catering equipment - Clearances to a grease filter
15 Non-compliances

Clause 6.10.2.2
Breaches

»» The clearance between any part of a grease filter and the nearest part of the cooking surface or trivet is not be less than the clearance
specified in Table 6.9 (AS/NZS 5601.1:2013)..

6

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 and
AS/NZS 5301.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS – Gas appliance restraint where a hose assembly is used.

18 Non-compliances

Clause 6.2.14
Breaches

»» Commercial gas appliances have not been restrained from movement where hose assemblies have been used.

7

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS APPLIANCES – Commercial
catering equipment – Clearances to a grease filter
18 Non-compliances

Clause 6.9.2
Breaches

»» Insufficient clearance distance between the appliance cooktop and the grease filter.

8

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2] clause 3.5.1

Breaches

»» Gas leak on fitting line/shut-off valve/turret set.
»» Test gear not suitable.

TESTING OF PIPING – Testing a new gas installation
17 Non-compliances
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Looks can be deceiving:
common flue problems
By Tyler Mason, Senior Gas Engineer
Correct flueing is absolutely critical
to the safety of every gas appliance
and installation.
Incorrect flueing can cause spillage, poor
combustion and increased temperatures, posing
carbon monoxide risk, fire hazard – or both.
A number of examples have been brought to
ESV’s attention that serve as a timely reminder for
gasfitters to check the integrity of flues, especially
in cases where they present warning signs.

This slightly worn cowl? An eagle-eyed plumber
noticed that the bird mesh was removed. A bird
then nested within the cowl and flue, requiring
extensive efforts to clear it out.

In the two images above, the cowl (despite
appearing fine) had rust drop into the flue, creating
a near perfect seal that prevented the discharge
of combustion products.
The top of the appliance, a storage water
heater, was found covered in soot and debris
from the deteriorated cowl and flue.

Finally, this older style flue cowl appeared
seemingly ‘squashed,’ with its entire flue and
heat exchanger coated in thick soot. Reports
from the owner identified a luminescent
(or smothered) flame on the instantaneous
open-flued water heater, installed in a toilet.
Despite not being confirmed, it is highly
likely that the appliance was spilling combustion
products as well.

Prosecutions and
infringements
Results of proceedings and
prosecutions as at 31 August 2017.
»»Paul Oxley Gower, of Kyneton, unregistered
and unlicensed appeared at Seymour
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying on
electrical contracting work when not registered
six times, and carrying out electrical installation
work when not a licensed electrician. He was
convicted and fined $10,000.
»»Chao Yan, of Boronia, Solar system engineer,
appeared at Broadmeadows Magistrates’
Court charged with carrying out electrical
installation work when unlicensed. He was
given an undertaking to be of good behaviour
for one year, and ordered to pay $500 in costs.
»»Jason Gluck, of South Caulfield, Locksmith,
appeared at Melbourne Magistrates’ Court
for employing a person to carry out electrical
work when the contractor (Gluck) was not
an electrical contractor. He was given an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for one
year, and ordered to pay $250 in costs.
»»Statewide Electrical Automations Pty Ltd,
of Diggers Rest, RES (unregistered at the
time of the offences), appeared at Sunshine
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying out

electrical contracting work when not registered,
failure to have prescribed electrical installation
work inspected, and permitting a person to
carry out electrical installation work that did
not comply with the Act and Regulations.
The organisation was released without
conviction and ordered to pay $1000 in costs.
»»Bruno Cuscuna, of Diggers Rest, LEIW,
appeared at Sunshine Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical work
when not registered, failing to have prescribed
electrical installation work inspected, and
carrying out electrical installation work that
did not comply with the Act and Regulations.
He was released on an undertaking of good
behaviour for one year and ordered to pay
$250 in costs.
»»Green Engineering Vic Pty Ltd, of Dandenong,
REC, appeared at Ballarat Magistrates’
Court charged with installing unsafe electrical
equipment, failing to complete a COES and
failing to notify cessation of Tech Nominee. The
organisation was fined without conviction and
ordered to pay $1000 in costs.
»»Sali Degirmencioglu, of Sydenham,
unregistered, appeared at Sunshine
Magistrates’ Court chared with carrying out
electrical contracting work when not registered.
He was fined without conviction and ordered to
pay $1200 in costs.
»»Mark Kelman, of Deer Park, LEIW, appeared

Common flueing
By Tyler Mason, Senior Gas Engineer
Common flueing of appliances can
be a little confusing when considering
the applicable requirements.
In short, AS/NZS 5601.1:
»» Paragraph H1 lays out the design
principles and necessary considerations
for designing flues for appliances with
atmospheric burners
»» Paragraph H2 details the design
principles and necessary calculations to
design and size a power flue for either
an open-flued appliance, or a forced/
induced draught burner system.
Note that while this applies to open-flued
appliances (including power-flued appliances
that draw combustion air from the space their
in), it differs from room-sealed or balanced
flue appliances, in which case the entire flue
and its termination are within the scope of
the Type A certification. This is primarly due
to the systems also supplying the appliance
with combusion air, in addition to discharging
combustion products. It involves additional
testing of the appliance during certification
and may require additional safety interlocks.
Consequently, room-sealed or
balance flue appliances must be installed
in full accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions. Note: Appendix H
is not intended, nor does it apply to roomsealed or balanced flue appaliances.

at the Sunshine Magistrates’ Court charged
with installing unsafe equipment and failing
to give electrical notification of a certificate of
compliance. He was fined without conviction
and ordered to pay $1000 in costs.
»»Justin Waldie, unlicensed, appeared at
Sunshine Magistrates’ Court charged with
carrying out electrical installation work when
not a licensed electrician, and carrying out
plumbing work when not licensed by the
VBA. He was convicted and fined $7500.
»»David Berkovits, registration as a REC
(suspended with respect to 2015 charges),
appeared at Melbourne Magistrates’
Court charged with carrying on electrical
contracting work in 2016 when registration
was suspended, giving misleading information
to ESV in 2015, failing to ensure that the
prescribed electrical work carried out in
2015 was inspected, failing to give a COES
for electrical installation work carried out in
2015, and failing to give a COES for electrical
installation work carried out in 2016. He was
released on an undertaking to be of good
behaviour for one year and ordered to pay
$2000 in costs.
»»Tracy Rausch, of Kyneton, associate of Gower,
appeared at the Seymour Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical installation
work when not a licensed electrician. She was
convicted and fined $800.
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